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With Box, you can safely store files in the cloud. You can also access information wherever you are at any time. This intuitive app syncs information from your desktop and phone. It is a handy tool when you are in meetings or away from your desk. With Box, you can share the necessary
files with your colleagues or update documents from your mobile device. There's also the ability to view different types of files and enjoy full-screen quality. When you install Box, you get 10GB of cloud storage for free. You can add extra security to more sensitive files with file-level security
controls. You can access your information and folders offline for added convenience. You can view documents and stored files using a real-time search tool. There is also an easy way to share large files with friends and colleagues. This is done through the link-sharing method. All you have
to do is copy the automatically generated link and you're good to go. It's a versatile cloud storage program because you can save photos and videos too. The download speed is slow at times, but in most cases it depends on your network connection. Box is a secure, fast, and user-friendly
system to manage important files wherever you are. If you have a phone, you have access to all your important information and folders at the touch of a button. Where can you run this program? This app requires Android version 5.0 and up. Is there a better alternative? No. Box is a reliable
cloud storage system for Android phone users. DropBox works in a similar way, but with less space. Switching to cloud storage makes it easier to access files. Box is a safe and secure place to store your information. It's an effective tool and a top-notch folder management option while
you're out of the office at any time. Should you download it? Yes. If you find yourself away from your desk and need critical information on the go, this is an effective system to use. Flickr's reputation has grown because of its storage capacity and the community feel it has given anyone with
a passion for photography. A few updates later, the app took a step back from the easy-to-use viewing photos that it had before. Popular among professionals and amateurs, the photographers' dream app, Flickr, began to disappoint. Flickr still has some appeal in its clean interface, which
helps users get where they need to go. The app offers a feature for viewing and storing images and, in theory, it does so effectively. has some useful features for looking for photos, such as image recognition, where it tries to understand what a photo is, and can find similar categories of
items. The image hosting service has lost many of its intuitive features, making the experience of using the app frustrating. The main problem is that it is difficult now photos from the camera and some photos are not uploaded at all. If you have thousands of images stored on Flickr, the
disappearance of the timeline function is more than a minor annoyance. It is no longer possible to find anything you cut off by date. Yes, you have to manually scroll to find what you are looking for. Navigating to search for photos is imperfect, once you click on the image and come back, you
will be taken to the top of the list, making everything take much longer. When you combine these flaws, it means extra time spent on the app, and if you use the data rather than WiFi, it can really zap your allowance. Where can you run this program? Android 4.4 or higher is required. It's
also available on iOS. Is there a better alternative? Yes. You can try Imgur or Google Photos to store photos. They outperform Flickr in many ways. Flickr still has some good points, but seems to have lost its way when it comes to usability. A few tweaks here and there may bring it back to
its former glory, but for now you'll have to wait. Should you download it? No. If you want to upload and search for photos without any hassle, this is not the app for you. If you want to look your best in a selfie or video on social networks, then check out Likee, go to an app that offers effects
and filters of all kinds. Filled with unique filters, special effects and stickers, Likee is a fantastic app for sharing your style with the world. With Likee, you can now play around with your photos and videos as much as you like. There are many options to choose from, and the app allows you to
present yourself in a world with style. You can apply makeup with just a few taps on the screen. There are also small adjustments you can make to the size and shape of your eyes, ears and more. With the myriad effects that this app offers, competitors like Instagram will keep on their feet.
The layout can be different, but the variety of effects have a familiar look to them. With Likee, you can interact with other users using the next settings and share your work with other users. Likee almost checks the entire list; However, with this app, there is no way to export video effects to
other platforms. Fortunately, you can take and share photos if you want. If you decide to leave this app at any time, you will find that you can return at any time; in fact, there is no way to delete an existing account. This is a questionable move likee, given the amount of spam they may still
be able to send you. Where can you run this program? Likee is available for Android and iOS devices. Is there a better alternative? No. At that point As apps such as Snapchat and Instagram offer a viable way to grow followings when sharing photos and videos, Likee provides a way to
share videos with people near you. Likee is a great way to style style photos with special effects and filters. It's easy to use, has a sleek interface, and offers hours of fun. Should you download it? Yes. If you need to add a few filters and effects to your photos and videos, then this app is the
one you should install. Watch videos from the Internet from YouTube for Android.This is the official app that allows you to watch videos from the Internet directly on the Android device. YouTube works just like its web version: subscribe to channels, search videos, see recommended videos,
share videos and that it also has voice search and instant search suggestions. You can also throw videos on tv, comment on videos, and also loved and disliked them and letting the world know how you feel about said video. Enjoy watching YouTube videos for Android. Check out Tom's
Guide for more information android and Android Games.Also check out the forums for Android. Download Ashley Poland Updated September 28, 2017 When you upload a video to Tumblr, you have to work with a handful of restrictions. The site has restrictions on the size of the video file
can be how long it can be and what video formats are supported. You can create a video post by downloading or embedding a video. The SizeVideo file of files uploaded to the Tumblr page may not exceed 100MB. You can upload multiple videos a day, so this restriction applies to each file,
not the amount of all the files. How much video this entails depends on your format, your size and the quality of your video. Some AVI files can run up to 10MB per minute, while others use more than 200MB per minute. Minute limitsYYYYYYYsY can only upload five minutes of video per
day. You can do this in one video file or with multiple files. When you download a file in less than five minutes, you can see how many minutes you have left on the post video page. Download the VideoClick Video icon on the Tumblr dashboard or go tumblr.com/new/video. Click on the
Download video tab to see how many minutes of video you have left. Click select the file and select the video file you want to download. Tumblr supports video in H.264 video and AAC audio - most often in MP4. You can also download videos in FLV, MOV and AVI formats. The process of
processing video may take some time; You can view video processing on tumblr.com/tumblelog/username/processing.Embedded Your videoif your video exceeds the limits of Tumblr you can always upload it to an external source - such as YouTube Vimeo or Google Videos - and embed it
in your post using the Embedded Video feature. In the Embed Video text box, you can include either a full HTML code for the video or just a video URL for YouTube and related sites. Jason Artman Digital Camera fast over the years. Many digital cameras, portable webcams and camera
phones sold today can record video footage as well as take pictures. If If recorded a great video, it's only natural that you want to share it with your friends, and if you have a Tumblr blog, you can do just that. Uploading your favorite video to your Tumblr blog or embedding videos from a



video sharing website such as YouTube is not complicated and can be done in minutes. Open the web browser and go to the Tumblr.com website. Enter your email address and password to log in, then go to the dashboard page for your Tumblr blog. Click the Video icon on the menu bar at
the top of the Tumblr dashboard. Click on the Paste Video tab under the words Add Video. Click on the text box below and insert the embedding code from a video sharing website such as YouTube. To find the embedding code on most video sharing websites, look for the Stick button
under the video playback window on the website. To download the video from your own computer, skip this step. Click on the Download video tab under the words Add Video. Click select the file to display the file navigation window. Use the navigation window to find a video file on your
computer that you want to share and double tap on that file. Click on the Signature box at the bottom of the window and attach the signature or description you want to display under the video. This step is optional. Click create a post to display the video on the Tumblr blog. Blog. cara
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